


Diverse Biotech is a U.S.-based biopharmaceutical company, focused on medical discoveries
and the development of new molecules for the treatment of cancer and other debilitating
diseases. Our focus is on discovering and developing novel therapeutics utilizing cannabidiol
(CBD) as a core component and combining it through highly advanced chemistry with other
molecules to develop new chemical entities that are theoretically more efficacious and less
toxic.  Our initial focus is on hard-to-treat oncologic disorders including glioblastoma and
pancreatic cancer, where targeted therapies have proven largely unsuccessful thus far and
there is significant unmet need.

Evrys Bio antivirals engage the cell’s own immunity to naturally defend against viral infection
without the emergence of drug resistance. Based on research originating at Princeton
University, Evrys products will transform medical practice by offering treatment options
effective against most if not all viruses capable of causing a given infection condition; e.g., all
viral hepatitis, as opposed to traditional vaccines and antiviral drugs that target a specific virus,
hepatitis B or C virus, but not both.

Atrin Pharmaceuticals is a private biopharmaceutical company pioneering the discovery and
development of proprietary molecules targeting DNA Damage and Response (DDR) pathways
to treat a broad spectrum of cancers associated with synthetic lethality and the deregulated
DNA Damage Response.
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Welcome and Introduction

Timothy M. Block, PhD - President and Co-Founder, Hepatitis B Foundation, 
Baruch S. Blumberg Institute, Pennsylvania Biotechnology Center
 
Louis P. Kassa, MPA - Executive Vice President/Chief Operating Officer, Hepatitis B
Foundation, Baruch S. Blumberg Institute, Pennsylvania Biotechnology Center

Introduction of Panel and Presentations

Grant Castor - Senior Advisor, Pennsylvania Biotechnology Center

Panel

Brian Halak, PhD - Partner, Domain Associates

Kathy Ku - Chief Licensing Advisor, Wilson, Sonsini, Goodrich & Rosat

Gwen Melincoff - Gemini Advisors, LLC

Entrepreneur Presentations

Atrin Pharmaceuticals - Oren Gilad, PhD - President and CEO

Diverse Biotech - Brian Longstreet - Chief Commercial Officer

Evrys Bio - Lillian Chiang, PhD, MBA - President and CEO

Closing Remarks
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